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■ What are Science and Faith … Really? And 
what can take them away from the truth?

■ The Catholic Christian View of Science and 
Faith

■ Brief touch on some things that point to God 
as part of the explanation of the universe

■ Can God be a “True” and “Scientific” 
Explanation for the Universe?



What are Science 
and Faith … Really?



The Project of Science
■ What is “Science”?

■ “The careful study of the structure and behavior of the physical world, 
especially by watching, measuring, and doing experiments, and the 
development of theories to describe the results of these activities.”
■ Study and structure of the physical and observable, developing 

theories based upon the results of observation.
■ The theories are modified as new data becomes available.

■ What Science is not:
■ Definite and unchangeable conclusions.  Very few things are put forth 

as “laws.”  Generally Science states the best explanation available now.
■ A democracy or proven by personal opinions or feelings
■ Selecting only certain data to arrive at a predetermined conclusion.

■ Good science would not eliminate possibilities due to lack of proof - 
this is the logical fallacy of the “Argument from Ignorance” and it is 
absolutely not “scientific.”



What is Faith?
■ “A high degree of trust or confidence in something or someone.”  “Belief in 

things not yet seen.” 
■ Faith does not need to have experimental proof.  A thing is supposed to 

be true based upon a trust or confidence, and logical reasoning.
■ You may hold faith in something that is “probably true” - it is just not 

“proven true”
■ Religious faith can accept what science has proved to be true.  Scientific 

discovery that aligns with faith only strengthens the conviction in the 
thing believed.

■ What reasonable faith is not:
■ In contradiction to established facts or throwing out what is consistent 

with the system of faith
■ Simply a democracy of belief - it must be based on something more than 

just your personal feelings
■ A “Scientific” conclusion itself, or a “blind” belief with nothing to back it



Dogmatic Cultural Faith
■ Really faith masquerading as “Science”
■ In this view, Religion is presumed to be unable to grasp the 

truth because it is not based upon the “truth” of “science.”
■ Dogmatic, cultural faith holds that when an “expert” (which 

is someone with some defined secular credentials) speaks it is 
“science” to be believed (as long as it agrees with the cultural 
narrative).
■ But sometimes these people are speaking outside their area 

of expertise.  They are not speaking scientific facts, but 
their own opinions which are loaded with bias.

■ Scientists can make leaps based on logic and call it a scientific 
truth (that just hasn’t been proved yet).  But if it is not proven 
scientifically, and you believe it’s true … that is “faith.”



Expectations Cause Leaps from Scientific 
Data - this also is Faith, not Science

Good Science sticks to conclusions drawn from facts - and 
realizes that it is not yet to the end of its quest

“Oumuamua may be a fully 
operational probe sent intentionally to 
Earth vicinity by an alien civilization,”  
- Abraham Loeb, professor and chair 
of  astronomy, Harvard University

"The thing you have to understand is: scientists are perfectly 
happy to publish an outlandish idea if it has even the tiniest 
'sliver' of a chance of not being wrong," astrophysicist and 

cosmologist Katherine Mack tweeted.

"I am distinctly unconvinced and honestly think the study is rather flawed," 
- Alan Jackson, University of Toronto



The Materialistic Fallacy
■ Related Issue: Materialistic Fallacy.  Essentially, if It 

Hasn’t Been Physically Measured, It’s Not There 
■ It is not true to say that the only things that exist are 

what we have the technology to measure. 
■ Dogmatic, cultural faith will list what has yet to be 

discovered - only material things based upon their 
logical assumptions.  It holds complete faith in the 
existence of things with no scientific proof (e.g. 
advanced Alien civilizations).

■ However, the nonmaterial, and anything not on the 
list, is deemed “religion” or “superstition” and to be 
thrown out without need for scientific study.



Has This Ever Happened?
The discovery of  radiation 

would have been attributed to 
a different person if  his 

claims that uranium gave off  
“invisible rays” had not been 

essentially ignored by the 
scientific community. 

Radiation was 
there even 

though it was 
invisible and 

science 
couldn’t yet 

study it 

Microorganisms caused 
disease, even through it took 

nearly 200 years for many 
scientists to believe it 

There were millions 
of  galaxies out 

there, even during 
the time when 

science believed the 
solar system and an 
orb of  stars around 
it was all there was. 



The Myth of the Objectivity of Science
■ Some important things to consider: 

■ Science is not as “objective” as sometimes portrayed 
■ Scientists often work with “tacit knowledge” - there is a scientific 

“intuition” involved in data interpretation. 
■ There is actually a heavy emphasis on authority and tradition in 

the sciences. You read in your book that science is “disciplined by 
an orthodoxy which can permit only a limited degree of dissent … 
such dissent is fraught with grave risks to the dissenter.” 

■ Science is therefore not just based on facts, and faith is based on 
some stuff written in books.  Both involve some facts and some faith 
assumptions.   

■ Data can be misapplied or conclusions drawn on incomplete data - 
it happens all the time (e.g. in one area 5% tested positive for 
coronavirus - one statement made “95% of the population has not 
yet been exposed” - we have no way of knowing how many have 
been exposed, and since we have not tested everyone we don’t even 
know how many are actually positive).



The Catholic 
Christian View of  
Science and Faith



Is Religion Opposed to Science?



A Modern Misunderstanding
■ Today (but not so much so in past times) there seems to be an 

idea that we must accept between two competing viewpoints - 
we must accept either Faith or Science.  

■ According to this modern view, we must leave our faith at the 
door when we enter the Biology classroom, and we must 
abandon science when we talk about faith topics. You either 
believe in the rigors of the scientific method, or from blind 
faith based on made-up stuff. 

■ But some using “Science” have it mixed with cultural faith



Why The Misunderstanding?
■ What has helped make the change is a very modern idea that there 

is not truth in religious faith.  It is a strictly materialistic notion 
that only science can reach truth by studying strictly the material.   

■ This idea says there is only material stuff and what hasn’t been 
proved scientifically is not true and does not exist.   What follows is 
that any data that may be present in Faith traditions -  especially if 
it speaks about things we have not yet been measured scientifically 
- can be thrown out and we can still get a complete picture of 
everything … eventually (we don’t need that non-material, 
supernatural, philosophical stuff to know truth). Actually, science 
collects data to prove existence.  To prove a non-existence is 
virtually impossible. To throw out data on faith is unscientific. 

  
Example: Are there plaid-colored jellyfish? - Only need to find one to prove 
there are.  To prove there are none, you would have to know that you have 
surveyed every possible place and time a jellyfish could be in any ocean (or 
lake - in case it is a freshwater jellyfish).  You would have to know you have 

not left ANY possibility unexplored (including the blue jellyfish that you just 
saw which can turn plaid to camouflage) .



The Catholic View
■ In most of academic history there was no problem to hold both 

faith and reasons as ways to discover truth - they were simply seen 
as different expressions of truth (like you don’t say “you have to 
believe in either chemistry or archeology” - they both contain 
truths that can be brought together to gain a deeper big picture).  

■ The consistent Christian view accepts whatever is true in any 
discipline: science and theology, faith and reason, natural and 
supernatural; it maintains an open mind to the place the non-
material may play the universe.  It says that there is no 
discrepancy between faith and science because they come from the 
same source of truth - and by putting both together we get the 
biggest picture.



Three Areas of  
Scientific Discovery 

That Point to an 
Intelligent God.



Some Areas
■ Astronomy
■ Big Bang - how can something come from nothing?
■ Fine Tuning Argument - unbelievable odds

■ Biology
■ Fossil Record and Changes in Kind
■ Irreducible Complexity
■ First Cell Problem
■ Origin of the Information

■ Quantum Mechanics
■ Challenges there is only one way, points to a cosmic 

intelligence 



Intelligent Design



Where is the intelligence?
■ The universe on both the large scale (Cosmology) and on the 

small scale (Biology) leave us questions.  
■ What could there be that is outside space and time?
■ How did everything get tuned despite the odds?
■ Where did the first cell come from?
■ Where did the data come from that moved evolution to the 

current complexity?
■ To simply fall back on “it just happened that way by itself” is 

becoming less likely given recent scientific advances.
■ If something becomes a 1 in a quintillion, quintillion, trillion 

chance - why would it remain the goto answer?
■ The scientific evidence is screaming for an intelligence and a 

designer.  Some say no way - but this is a faith position.



Can God be a 
“True” and   
“Scientific”  

Explanation?



Science, Faith, Philosophy, Speculation
■ Is there something that can put together the various sources we trust.  A 

combination of real science, reasonable faith, logical philosophical 
reasoning, and sane speculation?

■ The authentic Christian Faith is a synthesis of Revelation that we find in 
the Scriptures, the application of reason from Philosophy, inclusion of the 
data from Science, and the Church’s collective speculation that has been 
working to put all this together for thousands of years.

■ But how can God be part of any “scientific” explanation and represent 
the “truth” we were speaking about before? Can we consider God in 
explaining?
■ To remove God from scientific explanations from the start is like 

saying that we are going to explore scientifically how diseases are 
transmitted, but we we will all agree that it has nothing to do with 
germs.  

■  You can simply remove a potential explanation because you are 
uncomfortable with it and then say that you are being scientific.



Well maybe …
■ If it is reasonable to assume that God can offer a real and reasonable 

explanation to some of the questions Science explores …
■ Then God can be a viable explanation for what we see in the 

universe around us, and an alternative to the “dogma” of 
modern secular and Godless explanations.

■ If God is real, then far from being opposed to “science,” God is 
actually a entity able to be explored scientifically.  And could be the 
actual answer (as germs were).

■ In fact, you cannot exclude God as an explanation without some 
exclusionary factor - of which there is none.



It it Really Reasonable?
■ Many hard core scientist think so.


